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Hotel Roemer
Amsterdam’s best-kept secret

The exquisite boardroom, the gorgeous lobby or the sophisticated city garden: rumour has it that guests
never want to leave. They consider Hotel Roemer one of Amsterdam’s best-kept secrets. Words such as
high-end, authentic and private perfectly sum up the experience at this distinctive hotel. A gem in the
heart of the bustling city centre – close to the Vondelpark and fashion district – this 37-room hotel is the
epitome of peace and tranquility. The hotel also offers triple and quadruple rooms, perfect for a family
trip.

Guest can visit the honesty bar and fix a drink whenever they wish or feast on delicious lunch and dinner
dishes at the restaurant. An intriguing contemporary art collection will leave few unmoved.

Add to that a team of dedicated staff and some of life’s little luxuries and your stay in this 18th-century
townhouse has the best of everything Amsterdam has to offer.

More information: hotelroemer.com
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About Vondel Hotels
Vondel Hotels is an exclusive collection of 4-star hotels, luxury apartments and a b&nb, plus two stunning restaurants: all
veritable draw-cards for business and leisure travellers alike. Each property bears the blueprint of hotelier and founder Arjen
van den Hof who imbues each one with a simple yet remarkable concept: the creation of extraordinary interiors through an
idiosyncratic clash of contemporary art and historical features. Throw outstanding hospitality and personal service into the mix
and it’s easy to see why Vondel Hotels is so successful.

The Vondel Hotels portfolio comprises: Hotel Vondel with restaurant JOOST, Hotel Roemer, b&nb Herengracht,
Hotel JL Nº 76, Hotel De Hallen with restaurant Remise47, Apartments Prinsengracht, Apartments De Hallen, Hotel de Jonker
(2017) en Hotel Overtoomse Houthandel (2018).
For more information please visit: vondelhotels.com
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